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Chapter 571: Like a street rat 

 

Imperial Tutor had not understood her well and didn’t knew that danger was lurking nearby as he 

continued to scream and shout in an attempt to threaten Huang Yueli. 

Mo Yi had begun to grieve silently for the Imperial Tutor in his heart. 

Huang Yueli thought for a moment and suddenly her eyes shone brightly as she said, “That’s right, I 

recalled! As I was saying, someone seems to be missing here, so it’s the Crown Prince! Today’s plot was 

schemed by him single-handedly and in the end, he escaped alone? Where on earth would you find such 

a good deal?” 

Mo Yi responded, “What is Third Miss planning to do?” 

Huang Yueli replied, “Help me capture Li Mojun here, I have my own plans.” 

When Mo Yi heard what Huang Yueli said, he didn’t move out immediately. Instead he hesitated for a 

moment and replied, “Third Miss, this….. isn’t too good an idea? These fellows here are all third and 

fourth degree realm practitioners. Although I have already struck their meridians but if anything were to 

happen and you being here alone, it would be very dangerous!” 

Huang Yueli laughed and said, “No issue, don’t worry about it. Such a small matter, I’m still able to 

handle it myself!” 

However Mo Yi didn’t move an inch. 

He naturally knew that this Third Miss had heaven-defying tricks up her sleeves and was extremely 

awesome but he was already worried that she might belittle her enemy and cause a mishap because of 

that. 

What’s more, since the practitioners here are much higher than her level by several realms, if anyone 

had any secret method to remove the restriction, then Huang Yueli would not be able to handle it! 

Huang Yueli looked at his troubled expression and smiled while shaking her head, “Aiya, Brother Mo Yi, 

you actually don’t believe in me! Alright, I’ll just clamp them up together!” 

“Clamp them up together?” Mo Yi was filled with bewilderment. 

What did that mean? 

The very next moment, his mouth turned into an O shape. 

Huang Yueli outstretched her hand and pressed on the wall. Hearing a “bam” sound, the two huge metal 

rows of teeth on the two sides of the wall swung ferociously towards the middle to join together, like a 

rat trap, and clamped those people right in the middle. 

“Ouch!” 

“So painful!” 



The clamp was originally very tight and was meant for one person only but now that it was clamping so 

many people at one time, all of them were squeezed into a bundle, only feeling that their ribs were 

almost being smashed into pieces and all of them began groaning one after another. 

A few sweat beads started to fall from Mo Yi’s forehead. 

No wonder Third Miss warned him not to step over that piece of brick, so….. there was such a sinister 

mechanism hidden….. 

Just a little bit more, he would have been like a street rat and the person who was clipped there would 

have been him! 

But looking at the current situation, he was relieved. 

In this heavily mechanised treasury, such a high level Armament Master like Huang Yueli would probably 

be much safer than a fifth degree realm practitioner like him, so he really didn’t need to worry much for 

her. 

Mo Yi bumped his fist towards Huang Yueli as a form of respect, turned and left towards the east palace 

wing to capture the Crown Prince. 

Huang Yueli had nothing to do since she was all alone in the Royal Treasury. 

She took a tour on the fifth floor of the Treasure Pavilion and removed all the treasures kept in several 

rooms and kept it into her own realm ring. 

As she was keeping it, she discontentedly criticised, “Sign, this South Yue Kingdom is really poor! When I 

came the last round, there were several not bad looking treasures, but after those had been removed, 

there’s no additional new pieces and what’s left are just these junk…..” 

Huang Yueli mumbled her complains in a whisper and her tone was not high but in the Imperial Tutor’s 

ears, it made his heart tremble tremendously! 

“S…So the thief who had stolen away a huge amount of treasures in the Royal Treasury just over a 

month ago… was you!” 

Chapter 572: Shed tears 

 

Huang Yueli was all smiles as she replied, “Yes, wasn’t it me? Imperial Tutor, your age is really catching 

up. Your response is really retarded, only now did you realise this!” 

“But, you…. you’re only in a first degree realm…. How is it possible?” 

Imperial Tutor was agape and tongue-tied as his eyes filled with shock, and more shock! 

At that time, Huang Yueli was heavily locked down by the Golden Scaled Guards and yet she was able to 

escape from the Royal Treasury. Moreover, Imperial Tutor had followed behind her for quite a long 

distance but in the end he was not even able to touch a single strand of her hair. Instead she made a 

fool out of him! 



Before that day, Imperial Tutor had never been in such a wretched situation for a very long time so he 

bore a grudge against the thief ever since but no matter what, he was not able to which that person out! 

Now that he found out about the truth, the Imperial Tutor almost wanted to shed tears! 

How was he… being made a fool by a lass who was in the first degree realm lass, which was such a far 

distance from him?? 

Huang Yueli smiling replied, “I have yet to thank you! If it hadn’t been for Imperial Tutor’s leniency, it 

would not have been that easy for me to get the treasures out from the Royal Treasury!” 

Imperial Tutor was speechless. 

In what way was he lenient? And…. he was not able to catch her at all! 

As Huang Yueli was saying all these, her hands didn’t slow down and continued to empty various 

treasures from their shelves and kept it all within her realm. 

The previous time, she was on a tight schedule and was afraid of getting discovered by others so she 

only took the most valuable items. 

But today, since she had no misgivings and had completely fallen out with the Imperial Tutor and others, 

why would she need to conceal the whole story? 

There were quite a number treasures which she honestly did not value but no matter how small a 

mosquito was, it was still a piece of meat! Even though she don’t value it, it wouldn’t mean that other 

people would not value it. If she could auction it off at an auction house, perhaps those were able to 

exchange for some spirit stones or spirit jades. 

Imperial Tutor looked at Huang Yueli’s well-trained and speedy actions and his brows creased as he led 

out an extremely painful expression. 

All these treasures were accumulated bit by bit over the years and some had been personally procured 

by himself leading the Golden Scaled Guards to dangerous grounds and now, it was all being swept into 

the waist pouch of lass that he hated deeply! 

“Bai Ruoli, you… aren’t you full of guts… stop, quickly stop now!” 

Huang Yueli didn’t bother about him and continued to sweep all the treasures cleanly on the fifth floor 

before running downstairs to continue on her collection. 

Imperial Tutor gritted his teeth for half a day and as time ran past, he realised that something was not 

right. 

The area of the Treasury was only so big and the treasures kept within were naturally not few. Some of 

the treasures were rather large pieces and yet Huang Yueli had kept one piece after another into her 

space, as if it was not full at all! 

How much was her realm ring able to contain? 

And there was something more shocking. 



That was although she had been running to and fro among the different floors, and had swept every 

single shelf cleanly as though she was packing her own home’s storage room. 

Heaven knows, there were numerous mechanisms in every single room of the fifth floor and various 

traps were also set up on the other floors but not only had Huang Yueli not breeched a single one of 

them, she also easily got hold of everything! 

A huge tidal wave arose in Imperial Tutor’s heart! 

Even for himself, even if he held the Treasury’s map in his hands, he would still need to be extremely 

careful, afraid that once he loses caution, his life would be buried within this place! 

But this lass…. How did she do it? 

Huang Yueli spend just over two hours and had already finished collecting about seventy to eighty 

percent of the fourth floor’s treasures. 

Chapter 573: Gunnysacked him from behind 

 

Just at this moment, Mo Yi’s figure was like a gust of wind and engulfed himself into the Royal Treasury. 

In Mo Yi’s hands was a huge gunnysack and on the opening of the gunnysack was a straw-rope tightly 

sealing it. 

The gunnysack bobbed up and down in all sorts of directions and there was a faint noise coming from it, 

it was obvious that something alive was in it. 

Mo Yi came before Huang Yueli and bowed to show his repect, “Third Miss, the thing that you wanted, 

your subordinate has already brought it. Do you want to check the item?” 

Huang Yueli nodded and said, “En, let’s take a look at it!” 

Mo Yi opened the sack and shook it. 

Tumbling, a figure of a person rolled out and it rolled for several rounds on the ground before it finally 

came to a halt, and that person was the Crown Prince! 

Li Mojun’s expression seemed a little dazed, as though he wasn’t sure where he was at, as he blankly 

looked to his left and right for several moments. 

Huang Yueli immediately understood what had happened. She guessed that Mo Yi didn’t officially cross 

hands with Li Mojun and just directly gunny sacked him from behind, and just brought him here after 

sacking him up! 

She almost laughed out loud because Mo Yi actually had a gift for playing tricks on people. This should 

be because….. he had followed Li Moying around for too long so one takes on the colour of one’s 

company? 

Crown Prince absently turned his head around and the first sight that falls into his eyes was the bundled 

up Imperial Tutor and others. 



His eyes opened wide in astonishment, “Master, you… why are you here? What happened to all of you?” 

When Imperial Tutor saw Crown Prince, his face was filled with sorrow and melancholy. 

“Mojun, you… why are you so careless? You really got captured by that damned lass? Sigh, what should 

we do now!” 

“What damned lass? Master, why are all of you trapped in that mechanism? I shall think of a way to 

release all of you!” 

“Ai, don’t come over, be careful of falling into Bai Ruoli, that damned lass’s tricks! Your Master was 

careless so I fell into her trickery!” 

“Bai Ruoli??” When Li Mojun heard her name, he turned his head and his sight fell onto Huang Yueli’s 

face as he gave a shriek. 

“Bai Ruoli, what are you doing here?” 

Huang Yueli had been watching this show for some time and replied smilingly, “Crown Prince, long time 

no see! The last time we met, I recall your meridians were severed totally and I was still worried for you, 

that you might become a disabled person! To think that you’re actually alright and there’s no 

impairments to your movements, this is really a surprise. What kind of miracle medication did you 

take?” 

Crown Prince was originally slightly dazed but when he heard her words, his expression grew uglier by 

the minute as the veins on his forehead started to pop out. 

This was called touching one’s tender spot. Li Mojun’s biggest insult throughout his entire life was to 

have his meridians severed in front of everyone at the peach blossom banquet, and he almost became a 

disabled person! 

It was only until a few days ago when Li Xue’er returned and gave him a fifth grade pill, which allowed 

him to stand up again. 

However even till now, his power had yet to completely recover. 

Li Mojun clenched and gritted his teeth as he stared at Huang Yueli and replied viciously, “Bai Ruoli! All 

these are done by you and that bastard Li Moying! You dared to do such a thing like this to me, hehe, 

haven’t you thought that I would take revenge? You came at the right timing, I thought you were scared 

and had hidden yourself! Now that you’re here in front of me to look for death, don’t blame me for 

dealing with you!” 

A chilly smile formed on Huang Yueli’s lips. 

“What Crown Prince had said really scared me so much, I’m soooo scared! I wonder how are you 

intending to deal with me?” 

Chapter 574: The feeling of prostration 

 

The gaze in Li Mojun’s eyes seemed extremely gloomy and chilling. 



“Since you want to know, then I shall tell you! Doesn’t Li Moying like you and want to make you his 

Royal Consort? If he had knew that when he left South Yue Kingdom and you had been sold to the 

largest brothel in South Yue Kingdom to receive guests and made him wear ten thousand green hats, I 

wonder if he would die from an excess of anger?” 

Huang Yueli’s smile gradually disappeared as she replied frostily, “Crown Prince, that’s a really malicious 

method!” 

Too bad, he was just dreaming and had no sight at all! He had already been gunny sacked and brought 

to her and without thinking of the consequence, thinking of begging her to spare him, instead he was 

daydreaming of such a dream? 

Li Mojun saw her stiff face and thought she was frightened and became even more complacent. 

“But then again, you have such delicate skin and you seem to become prettier by the day. I’m one who 

knows how to cherish beautiful woman, so if you were to serve thousands of man by the pillow, it’s 

really a waste of good stuff! If you wish to follow me instead, I can still let you off…..” 

Huang Yueli sneered coldly, “You really deserve to be called the Crown Prince, your dream is really 

beautiful but…. you’re simply looking for death! I had thought that since you could finally get down from 

the bed, you’d cherish your life even more, but I’ve never thought that you are still looking for death! 

How can I not grant you that wish?” 

Li Mojun’s eyes turned wide and thought that he had heard wrongly. 

“What did you say? You say I…. am looking for death?” 

Shouldn’t this lass be weeping bitter tears and begging for mercy? Without Li Moying as her backing, 

how would this lass still dare to go against him? 

Even if Li Moying had left his powerful guard behind, but he was the nation’s Crown Prince. Just a 

normal guard, would he dare to strike against the Crown Prince? 

He had wanted to capture Huang Yueli to warm up his bed, and she thought that she could reject it? 

As Li Mojun thought of these and wanted to continue scaring her, it would be best if she was scared out 

of her wits and automatically offer herself to him. In this way, it would be the best way to insult Li 

Moying! 

But just as his face surfaced a glint of complacent smile, he felt a wave of Profound Energy coming 

towards him! 

This Profound Energy was pure and ferocious and its attack power was abnormally strong. 

Li Mojun sensed danger and quickly moved to avoid it! 

However, he was still too late. 

The Profound Energy had surrounded him in all directions and no matter where he ran to, he was 

unable to hide from it. 



“Bam” Li Mojun felt an intense pain from his chest and when he lowered his head, he saw a delicate fair 

fist smashing on his chest! And right in front of him was that young lady whose little face was stiff like a 

rock. 

It was Huang Yueli? How could that be? 

Just as this thought flashed across his mind, at the same moment, he was already flying out and heavily 

falling onto the ground. 

“You…..” 

Li Mojun opened his mouth and had barely spoke a word when a mouthful of blood rushed up and 

sprayed out. Following that a few pieces of teeth also dropped onto the ground! 

His expression changed precipitously and when he wanted to climb up, he found himself unable to 

stand. His four limbs emitted tremors of intense pain as though it had been broken. 

Just as he was struggling non-stop, Huang Yueli had step-by-step, slowly walked to his side. 

Li Mojun clenched his teeth and looking upwards, he raised his chin to look at the young lady. 

Using such a position to look at someone was a first time for Li Mojun. 

He just realised that he was prostrating on the ground, and the feeling that he felt from the other 

party’s sight was actually so lowly and insignificant, as though he was even less worthy than a speck of 

dust. 

And the Huang Yueli now indeed looked like she was high and almighty! 

Chapter 575: Only marry the number one expert 

 

“Bai… Bai Ruoli…. You…. just…. it’s you…..” 

Crown Prince spat out another mouthful of blood but he still blurted out these words vaguely. 

He had seen Huang Yueli struck earlier and had felt for himself that huge resistance which he was able 

to go against but it was until the minute he had fell heavily injured on the ground, did he finally realised 

that he was unable to react at all! 

It was simply unbelievable! Absolutely an impossible thing to have happened! 

If it wasn’t for the bouts of pain reverberating from his body which made him believe that he was still 

conscious, Crown Prince would have definitely thought that he was still in dreamland, having a 

nightmare! 

He was a Defensive Profound Realm seven stage practitioner! 

As for Huang Yueli, she was only in Qi Profound Realm nine stage! 

With such a huge difference of realm between the two of them, it was practically impossible to bypass 

ranks and challenge him. No matter how abnormal Huang Yueli’ innate gift was, even if she had done a 



breakthrough recently, she should also be in Defensive Profound Realm first stage. How was it possible 

that she had the power to battle against him? 

But fact had proven itself, she had not battled him, but…. had completed crushed him! He could not 

even withstand one stance from Huang Yueli and he had already been injured to this stage! 

How was that possible? 

Crown Prince was still puzzled after much thought. 

Huang Yueli had started to speak in a frosty tone, “Want me to follow you? The man I want must be the 

strongest, undefeatable and peerless expert. As for you? Have you even taken a look at your own 

reflection to see if you’re worthy!” 

Upon hearing that, Li Mojun couldn’t help but spat out another mouthful of blood. 

He had never been despised by any woman in his entire lifetime but unfortunately, the person who had 

been beaten to the ground by Huang Yueli was him! 

It was entirely justified when Huang Yueli said he wasn’t worthy! 

Huang Yueli looked at how angry Li Mojun had gotten, to the point of almost fainting, and a chilling 

smile appeared slightly. 

Her wish had never changed since thirty years ago and that person in her heart…. had long became 

Soaring Heavens Continent’s number one expert! Just a small character like Crown Prince and he 

expected her to be his concubine? 

Mo Yi was listening by the side and his mouth had long agape and tongue-tied. 

Third Miss had really dared to claim! Could she be telling the truth? 

Only marry the strongest, undefeatable and peerless expert? If his Master were to hear these, he 

wondered what he would think? 

Although his Master had an incredible innate gift, but he was still after all pretty young. For now, the 

distance between him and the number one expert spot was still rather far apart! 

“Brother Mo Yi! … Brother Mo Yi, what are you thinking about?” 

Huang Yueli’s calling woke Mo Yi from his trance. 

He hurriedly recovered his sensed as he spoke respectfully, “My apologies Third Miss. Your subordinate 

had been absent-minded. Is there anything you need me to do?” 

Huang Yueli threw a glance at Li Mojun and smilingly said, “Crown Prince had been bedridden for too 

long so when he stood up, his brain couldn’t cope! As an heir apparent to the throne, how can he be so 

muddle-headed? Why not we give him a helping hand and let him continue to lie in bed for a while 

more!” 

“….. Yes!” Mo Yi was stunned for a moment before he managed to react. 

Huang Yueli had intended to severe Li Mojun’s meridians again. 



Unfortunately, although her battle skills were outstanding and could defeat Li Mojun easily, but she was 

after all just in second degree realm. She was unable to be like Li Moying to achieve the effect of 

severing the meridians of Li Mojun. Only experts who were several realms higher could do that. 

So this dirty and strenuous work had not fallen onto Mo Yi again! 

Mo Yi resignedly walked over and squatted down beside Li Mojun. As he pressed against Li Mojun’s arm, 

he gradually imbued his Profound Energy. 

Not sure if it was due to his weak ability or was it done intentionally, when the process of severing the 

meridians was done by Mo Yi, it was done at a snail pace speed. 

Chapter 576: For Li Moying 

 

Following each movement made by Mo Yi, Li Mojun let out several blood-curdling screeches. 

When Li Moying had severed his meridians previously, it was done instantaneously. But when Mo Yi did 

it this round, it was done by crushing each meridian one by one, and the entire process was extremely 

long. 

Li Mojun could distinctly felt the pain from every single inch of his meridian being crushed. 

This type of pain seemed to come deeply from the soul, causing him totally unable to suppress his 

volume. 

“Bai Ruoli! You’re looking for death… you….. you dare…. to do…. this to me…. I will… will…. not let you 

off…” 

Huang Yueli heard his clamouring but there wasn’t a trace of fear on her face. Instead it was filled with a 

relaxed smile. 

“Look at what you’re saying, since Crown Prince had no intention to let me off, then even if I were to let 

you off now, it would be useless. So I might as well take the opportunity to torture you now, otherwise if 

you were to make reprisals against me in future, won’t I lose out?” 

“You…..” 

Crown Prince was rendered speechless. 

Because what Huang Yueli said was absolutely right! Since she knew he would take revenge, of course 

she would have to eliminate him completely! If he was in her shoes, he would do the same too. 

If he wanted Huang Yueli to let him off, by right, he should entreat piteously. 

But for such an arrogant person like Crown Prince to beg Huang Yueli, he was not able to open his 

mouth at all. 

It was because of his hesitation for just that quarter of an hour, the splitting pain from his severed 

meridians quickly made him abandon his last pride and started pleading for mercy. 



“Bai… Third Miss Bai, please have mercy…. I beg you…. please let me go… let me have a 

straightforward…” 

Crown Prince tossed and turned as he rolled around the ground, repeatedly pleading for mercy. 

Hearing his bouts of sorrowful pain, even the Imperial Tutor and others had turned green from fright, 

drained of all colours. 

All of them casted their sights on Mo Yi and Huang Yueli, their gazes filled with terror and revulsion, but 

they did not dare to let out any sounds just because they were afraid of diverting their attention to their 

side, henceforth causing them to fall into the same tragedy! 

It was to the extent that Crown Prince had almost fainted from the pain before Huang Yueli asked Mo Yi 

to stop. 

Li Mojun’s face was pale-white as cold sweat had drenched his entire body. Due to the tossing and 

turning and struggling on the ground, his clothes were sodden with dirt as he look utterly grimy. 

At this present moment, he did not look one bit like his usual aloof demeanor. Instead he looked as dirty 

as a roadside beggar. 

Huang Yueli slowly walked in front of him and stopped. 

Li Mojun was unable to speak any words out so he could only looked at her bitterly. 

Huang Yueli lowered her tone as she spoke, “Crown Prince, do you think I’m too vicious? No matter how 

you begged, I didn’t let you off? But that year, when a six year old child was whipped by you, bitterly 

pleading for mercy, have you ever thought of letting him off? When he was made to kneel by you on 

that icy cold ground as a punishment, have you ever thought of letting him off? He was only a child and 

he had a weak disposition, without even a bit of cultivation talent!” 

Her voice was very light and soft, as though it was reverberating from somewhere faraway. 

But when he heard these words, Crown Prince’s heart became abnormally shocked and surprised. 

The child she had spoken of…. naturally was Li Moying. 

Crown Prince had never thought that Huang Yueli would torture him in this way just because she was 

taking revenge for Li Moying! 

Huang Yueli continued, “Crown Prince, did you know why Li Moying’s potential had long surpassed you 

but yet he had been silently tolerating, and not kill you? Did you really think that with the so-called 

status of a small country’s Crown Prince, it was enough to scare him off? Or did you think he was kind 

enough to treat you like his own brother?” 

Chapter 577: The torment within 

 

“I…I…. how would I know what would he want to do?” 

Crown Prince’s was tongue-tied and didn’t know how to reply to that! 



At the peach blossom banquet, Li Moying’s attitude towards him had been normal. 

Crown Prince had thought that even though he had tried to murder Li Moying when he was young, but 

since Li Moying was just a piece of trash and his life or death was determined by him, his royal brother’s 

mood, so naturally he would not exact revenge. 

It was until Crown Prince had almost injured Huang Yueli that Li Moying finally flew into a rage and 

shattered his meridians in just one blow! 

Crown Prince had also retrospect on this matter. Since Li Moying was able to cultivate long ago, and 

since his cultivation was so high, why did he restrain his emotions for so many years and not flared up? 

Was it because of that near death incident when he was only six years old, that fever which had burnt 

up so badly that his previous memories had been forgotten? 

However, upon hearing Huang Yueli’s words, Crown Prince suddenly realized that not only did Li Moying 

didn’t lose his memories and had not forgotten everything in the past, he had even related his part to 

his fiancée! 

Since that was the case, why would he let him get off scot free for so many years? 

Huang Yueli looked at his terrified expression and as a flush of elatedness rushed up, a sliver of grief 

welled up too! 

Just thinking back about how Li Moying had suffered under this man in front of her, she was unable to 

control the heartache and fury building up within her! 

She coldly sneered, “That was because….. before Empress Ming passed on, she had made him swear to 

heavens that he would definitely not do anything to fight against his siblings, and break your Imperial 

Father’s heart! Otherwise, did you think you can live until today?” 

Upon hearing these, besides being shocked, Crown Prince suddenly heaved a sigh of relief. 

It turned out that Empress Ming had deeply loved their Imperial Father so much that she even made her 

own son took such an oath. 

Since that was the case, doesn’t it mean that no matter under what condition, Li Moying would not be 

able to kill him? This was equivalent to an amnesty medal! 

No matter how powerful Li Moying was or how high his cultivation went, under the restriction of such 

an oath, he had nothing to fear! 

After all, to stand by one’s oath was extremely important to practitioners. If news were to leak out, one 

would be despised by everyone under the heavens! 

There was finally some life on Crown Prince’s pale face, “Bai Ruoli, since that’s the case, you… aren’t you 

going to release me? Don’t tell me you’re going to go against the oath and kill me instead?” 

Crown Prince had thought that since he had fallen into Huang Yueli’s hands this round, he would 

definitely end up dead. He had never expected that she could not do anything to him! 

With this thought in mind, he relaxed slightly. 



However Huang Yueli sneered chillingly, “Crown Prince, don’t you think you’ve set your mind at ease too 

soon? The person who swore that he would not take your life…. Is Li Moying, not me! Since he can’t put 

his hands to it, I’m very happy to share his worries for him!” 

“You…..” Crown Prince instantly sprouted a headful of sweat! 

“What do you want? You’re his fiancée. If you were to kill me and word leaks out, the debt will 

ultimately fall back onto Li Moying and he will still despised by everyone!” 

“So what?” Huang Yueli replied disapprovingly. “I will kill whoever I want to, even if it’s Li Moying, he will 

not be able to control me!” 

The fear that Crown Prince had felt had risen to the peak! 

Furthermore, the torment within his heart was much more serious that his physical injuries! 

He had a feeling that Huang Yueli was enjoying his panic-stricken expression so she had been making a 

fool out of him! 

Every single time, she would give him a little hope thinking that he would be able to escape unscathed 

but immediately after that, she would crush that hope to pieces! 

Chapter 578: Wishing you good luck! 

 

The ups and downs had already caused him to enter a perturbed state of mind as he was subjected to 

torment. 

Crown Prince felt that he was about to go mad! 

Luckily just at this moment, Huang Yueli seemed to have enough fun or perhaps it was out of her good 

will that she decided to let him off. 

She stood upright and said, “Initially I wanted to cut you up into a thousand pieces to exact revenge for 

Li Moying. Just too bad, you’re still of use to me so I’ll let you retain your life for a while more! But 

although I won’t kill all of you personally, whether you can leave the Royal Treasury alive would be 

another case, so here’s wishing you good luck!” 

Saying that, she turned her head to call upon Mo Yi. 

“Brother Mo Yi, on the way in, did you fancy any treasures? Whichever you’ve taken a fancy on, just go 

ahead and keep it! Don’t stand on ceremony with them!” 

Mo Yi laughingly replied, “Third Miss, to tell the truth, when I was on my way in earlier, I had already 

kept some pieces of Magical Beast Cores and Spirit Jades. The rest were all a load of worthless stuff and 

it was troublesome to move it all so your subordinate couldn’t be bothered!” 

Huang Yueli nodded, “Since that’s the case, we should get going as it’s not early anymore!” 

“Yes!” 

Huang Yueli led him out of the Treasury’s main entrance and strutted right out. 



Leaving behind them was an immobile Crown Prince whose meridians had been severed for the second 

time and…. a huge bundle of third and fourth degree realm experts who were clamped up like a bunch 

of rats. 

Imperial Tutor heaved a sigh of relief when he saw Huang Yueli and Mo Yi’s departure. 

He tried to shift his Profound Energy to his surroundings in an attempt to shake off the ropes. 

“Quickly, everyone work together and blast this clamp apart! Or at least try to loosen these ropes. The 

clamp mechanism is not too far off, we must think of a way to reach that area.” 

“Right, everyone listen to Imperial Tutor!” 

The few of them worked hard together and finally broke the rope. Just as they were preparing to break 

apart the clamp, they felt a slight tremor within the treasury. 

“Do any of you…. felt that the room is moving?” 

“Yes… don’t tell me you have the same feeling? I thought it was my misperception!” 

“It’s real!!” 

All of them looked at their surroundings in shock, but the four walls didn’t seem to have any changes. 

But there seem to be something slightly, barely unnoticeable change… 

What kind of situation was this? 

Only Imperial Tutor expressed an matchless appalling expression! 

“No good, that wretched lass had activated the Royal Treasury’s self-destruction mechanism!” 

“Self-destruction mechanism? What is that?” Everyone knew it sounded anything but reassuring and as 

they were raising questions, they had already started to break out in cold sweat. 

Imperial Tutor’s expression became even more imposing. 

“This self-destruction mechanism was set up in case of war where if we were to encounter the situation 

where we were not able to move the treasures in time and did not wish to let the other party gain the 

treasures so under no alternative would we activate this switch! Once it has been activated, the 

surrounding four walls will gradually draw close to the core until the walls have completed closed up 

and all the items are crushed to smithereens! Haven’t you noticed that the surrounding space have been 

gradually getting smaller?” 

The others carefully observed for a moment and everyone’s faces took a huge change! 

“It’s really so!” 

“Why did it come to this? What should we do?” 

“That’s it, don’t tell me I’m really going to die here?” 

“Imperial Tutor, Sir Imperial Tutor! Quickly think of an idea, how can we escape from here?” 

Everyone were shooting their mouths off pleading with the Imperial Tutor for help. 



However, in the Imperial Tutor’s heart, he was even more anxious and uncertain than anyone else! 

Chapter 579: Have you thought of going to look for him? 

 

Imperial Tutor was very clear that the self-destruction mechanism in the Royal Treasury was an 

extremely top-secret information and it wasn’t until the demise of the entire country before it would be 

activated. 

So the only person who knew how to activate the self-destruction mechanism was the Emperor. 

Even the Crown Prince was not qualified to get associated with this top-secret information so naturally 

Imperial Tutor did not know any better. 

But now, this mechanism had suddenly been activated! 

How did Huang Yueli get to know of this top-secret? How could she possibly activate the self-destruction 

mechanism? Surely it could not been told to her by the Emperor personally right? No, this was 

impossible….. 

Or could it be that the Emperor had already decided to leave the position of Crown Prince to Prince Yu 

Wang so he conveyed the top-secret information to him and Prince Yu Wang let the information out to 

Huang Yueli? 

The more Imperial Tutor thought, the more flustered he became. 

But to him, the most important thing now was to quickly escape from the clamp and from this hellish 

place, otherwise not only him, even the Crown Prince…. would be going to die here today! 

He spoke with a gloomy expression, “Everyone, normally we are locked in constant strife and everyone 

would have your own life-preserving amulet but today, we might just die here. So everyone, stop hiding 

your life-preserving amulet, bring it out. All of us… only have this once chance!” 

….. 

Even though Huang Yueli didn’t witness it with her own eyes, she could roughly guess what happened in 

the Treasury. 

She took quick light steps and brought Mo Yi back to the Valiant Martial Manor. 

Today she had tormented some lowly dregs but what made her happiest was that she had personally 

executed corrective punishment on Crown Prince! 

She had long been displeased with the Crown Prince. A hypocrite who considered himself to be a 

Casanova. If he were to bully her, she would not bother but he had even taken action against such a 

young child! 

Thinking about the handsome looks on Li Moying, how cute could he had been when he was young? If 

she had such a adorable little baby, she would smile even in her dreams. 



Huang Yueli thought about the original version of Li Moying and her lips curled up slightly. Even she had 

not noticed how gentle her smile was. 

This kind of smile had been caught in Mo Yi’s eyes and he was surprised by it and took several glances at 

her, thinking whether he should open his mouth or not. 

Huang Yueli caught his gazes and turned around to ask, “Brother Mo Yi, what did you want to say?” 

Mo Yi replied, “Crown Prince and the rest… will they really be buried alive in there?” 

Huang Yueli shrugged her shoulders as she answered, “Surely it won’t be that tragic? Although that self-

destruction mechanism had been activated, but I’d made some slight adjustments to it, so the speed of 

closing was slower by three times of the normal. In Imperial Tutor’s hands was the distribution map of 

the Royal Treasury’s mechanisms so if they were to grab hold of time, they should still be able to escape 

at the very last moment.” 

Mo Yi responded, “I see, I had thought that…. Third Miss you’re really intending to get rid of them all at 

one go!” 

“I wanted to!” Huang Yueli apportioned her arms, “But unfortunately if the Crown Prince, Imperial Tutor 

and the others had all died, this matter would blow up. By then, I would have to leave the South Yue 

Kingdom….. now it’s just nice, I still need the Crown Prince to be my scapegoat!” 

As she said that, her mouths led out an astute smile. 

Mo Yi heard and hurried replied, “Third Miss, actually, you need not stay on in South Yue Kingdom. With 

your outstanding talent, if you were to wander and experience the world, it would be good as well. Your 

subordinate can bring you to the Sect to find my Master. With your innate gift and status as Master’s 

fiancée, I’m sure you can successfully enter the Sect and learn even higher level skills…..” 

Chapter 580: Destined to meet but not fated to be together 

 

Huang Yueli was stunned for a moment as she had never expected Mo Yi to say such a thing but 

immediately following that, she shook her head. 

“Better not. I still have some matters…. to settle in South Yue Kingdom. Besides that, isn’t Li Moying’s 

Sect extra secretive? I know of some reputable Sect’s rules. Although of some the disciples have parents 

and children but they’re not allowed anywhere near the Sect. For someone like me to appear there 

suddenly, it’s just not right?” 

“That’s different. Master is not any ordinary disciple and in the Sect, no one dares to go against Master! 

What’s more, the feelings Master has for you is different so naturally he will protect you.” Mo Yi spoke 

favourably of his Master. 

However, Huang Yueli continued to shake her head, “Forget it, this matter is too early to be discussed 

upon now. I still have plenty of things which I want to do!” 

Mo Yi wanted to continue persuading her but upon seeing Huang Yueli’s ‘end of discussion’ expression, 

he swallowed the words stuck in his throat back into his stomach. 



The entire journey back was silent. 

Mo Yi didn’t dare to make his future Mistress angry while Huang Yueli had fallen into deep thoughts. 

Not that she had never considered leaving South Yue Kingdom. In actual fact, she was pretty sure that 

she would be leaving this place rather soon and it was impossible to waste too much time in South Yue 

Kingdom. 

Her focus was to use the fastest speed possible to continue cultivating only when she could step on the 

peak then would she be able to find out the truth about her past life. 

If she were to stay in this small place for too long, not only was she unable to get the resources which 

would in turn affect her cultivation, the surrounding geniuses were not enough so she would not gain 

enough competition and it would likely sap away a practitioner’s will causing their cultivation to come to 

a standstill! 

To an experienced practitioner like Huang Yueli, she was most unlikely to make this type of mistake. So 

leaving…. was a must! 

But before leaving the South Yue Kingdom, Huang Yueli wanted to look for traces of the Treasury which 

Bai Liu Feng had left behind. Previously she had found the jade pendant in the Blood Feather Silk Cage 

but had not known the exact use for it. 

Huang Yueli always believed that she was able to find another clue within the South Yue Kingdom. 

Now that her body was of the Flame Spirit Physique and with such shocking cultivation condition, this 

was definitely not something coincidental so her background shouldn’t be that simple. 

In order to hasten her cultivation, she must first find out the secret behind her background and 

naturally, the simplest way was to find out from the clue that Bai Liu Feng had left behind. 

Of course, even if it wasn’t to look for her parents, Huang Yueli had never considered to look for Li 

Moying at his Sect. 

Although Li Moying treated her very well and she…. didn’t dislike him. 

But between them, there was still other forces of obstruction. 

And that was…. Mu Chengying! 

Just recalling the love entanglement affairs in her previous life many years ago, the heartbreak and 

regret that she continuously haunt her at night, Huang Yueli was very sure that her feelings towards Mu 

Chengying had been deeply etched within her soul, unable to be diminished. 

As for Li Moying….. perhaps he might be the type of person that she liked but they were destined to 

meet but not fated to be together….. 

What she could do for Li Moying was only to beat up the Crown Prince violently, as a way to vent his 

anger for him…. 



So now that the both of them were separated because of Li Moying’s Sect matters was actually a good 

thing. The distance between them were very far apart and without noticing, this unfathomable feeling 

that tugs her heartstrings would gradually disappear. 

By then, it would naturally come to an end and would not hurt Li Moying. 

After some time, she would secretly leave South Yue Kingdom and find an opportunity to get Mo Yi to 

return. In this way, it would really severe the last communication pathway between the both of them. 

 


